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500 Mexican Dishes offers a full range of authentic Mexican recipes, from salsas and snacks to
savory stews, fabulous fajitas, delicious casseroles, grilled dishes, classic desserts and

delightful beverages. From the easiest family meal to a high-style dinner, Mexican food is
certainly a fiesta of flavors, textures and colours. Mexican cooking is definitely a vibrant culinary
tradition that blends historic indigenous foods and traditions with the early French and Spanish

colonial impact to create probably the most well-known cuisines in THE UNITED STATES.
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GREAT AND AUTHENTIC MEXICAN THIS RECIPE BOOK START WITH A GREAT AMOUNT OF
"SALSA" Quality recipes , THEY ENHANCED AND PRESENT GREAT Taste TO ANY DISH IN
THE BOOK, THEY ARE A Need to. I ENJOY THE MANY REGIONAL Dishes. THE SEAFOOD
RECIPES ARE EXELENT, THE "CAMARONES", SHRIMP HAVE BECOME TASTY AS WELL THE
SCALLOPS. Products AS DESCRIBED. FAST DELIVERY. Great reserve for mexican cooking The
500 Mexican Dishes provides 125 quality recipes for a variety of traditional Mexican dishes such
as tacos, enchiladas and quesadillas to Mexican flavors on lamb, fish and steak. Like all of the
books in the series this provides excellent recipes that are customizable so if you are aware of
flavors it is easy to create your very own variation. WILL CONTINUETRYING OTHER Quality
recipes AS WELL SOON HUSZAR Five Stars Best books we have on our she3lf inside our Pro
Kitchen! 500 Mexican dishes This book has some excellent recipes but it's strength is in your
options that is provides for many of them. This gives you more ability to use the substances on
hand and especially usefull for switching meats. Odd but interesting This book is full of factual
errors but however it is interesting. I came across that it included nowhere near 500 recipes and
it is more of a history book when compared to a recipe book that i what I needed.AVOID THIS
BOOK - It really is a total waste of your cash. POOR CHOICE This is probably one of the WORST
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recipe books that Amazon has ever sold. I love Tex-Mex foods however, I'd strongly suggest that
other lovers of Mexican food avoid this book. Occasionally it really is unusually accurate for this
kind of publication. Both the title and the sub-name are mis-leading and grossly inaccurate.
Certainly a fresh way to appear at "Mexican" food. Good Recipes to Try This cookbook contains
a collection of Mexican recipes from appetizers, snacks, and desserts to main dishes including
casseroles, soups, fajitas, enchiladas, and burritos. The poultry chilaquiles (a tortilla casserole)
was good and my family enjoyed it. I've never been to Mexico so I can't say if the quality recipes
are "authentic" or not, but the types I've tried so far were good. The book also provides a nice
collection of desserts, beverages (alcoholic and non) along with salsas to put on a variety of
meals and chips.After reading the other negative reviews concerning this book having factual
errors or being mainly a history book, I wondered at first if We had the wrong book. There are
also color photographs that i constantly like in a cookbook.None of the quality recipes seemed
that difficult which means this cookbook would be ideal for cooks of any level. It might be a
great present for anyone who enjoys easy but tasty Mexican food. Each main recipe offers three
or even more variations that at times are nothing more than using a different meat or cheese or
vegetable, so that's how the publication lives up to the name of 500 quality recipes. There is
absolutely no history in my copy, just dishes, and I haven't discovered any factual errors from
what I've read so far so I'm uncertain what those reviewers are talking about. There is a glossary
of substances and equipment as well as a brief explanation of the distinctions in regional
Mexican cuisine but it happens to be a recipe publication. We also liked the tortilla soup recipe.
MERCHANDISE AS DESCRIBED. Each of the 125 dishes provides four minor variants that tweak
that into a different edition by adding a fresh flavor profile. FAST DELIVERY.The recipes use
ingredients that are available in most larger grocery stores and may be easily adapted to lessen
fat or low-sodium substitutions or using canned versions of things such as salsa instead of
rendering it from scratch. We've made in regards to a dozen of the 125 recipes and have not yet
found any factual errors and in fact have been happy especially with the pumpkin salsa and
steak quality recipes. If you are searching for an all encompassing guide to Mexican cuisine this
is a great spot to get a start.
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